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This is the equation of the curve described by the.dog,and it is called the 
"Curve of pursuit." When the dog overtakes the hare, y=O, x= 0-N=. 

..(12) becomes, -b....(13). Solvingf (13) as a quiadratic in a, wve 

have, n=g-(aL4b2 +4a2), or n=1.0644+. Substituting this valuie of a. in 

(2), remembering that when the doog overtakes the hare, EP=x, x=320, y=), 
we hive, .=1. 0644 x 320=340.624 + rods. 

PROBLEMS. 

33. Proposed by Professor ALE:XANDER ROSS, 0. E., Sebastopol, Oalifornia. 
From a point P without a rectangular field ABC, the distances PA, PB, and 

PC measured to the corners are, respectively, 70, 40, anid 60 chains. What is the 
area of the field? 

34. Proposed by THOS. U. TAYLOR, 0. E., M. 0. E., Department of Engineering, University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Given a variable parrallelogram ABCP, where P remains fixed. A mioves on 
an irregular plane curve (closed) and C moves on another plane curve (closed) wlhose 
plane is parallel to the plane of (A) curve. The generator PC moves completely 
around and returns to its initial position, AB always moving parallel to PC, and, of 
course, returns to its initial position. If distances hetween planes (A) and (('=4), 
show by elementary mathematics and without using theorerm of LKoppe that volumne 
of solid generated by variable parallelogram ABCP=jh1 (area generatted by AP+ 
area generated by BC). 

QUERIES AND INFORMATION. 

Conducted by J. M. COLAW, Monterey, Va. All oontributions to this department should be sent to him. 

SPACE. 

Space is an entity, outside of the human mind, extended in three di- 
rections at right angles to each other, continues, immaterial immmovable, inflex- 
ible and illimltable. It is an entity, sui generis, neither psychical nor 
physical. K 

It is cognized but not created by the mind of man and is, doubtless, 
what it is cognized to be. 

A fourth dimension has never been discovered. 
Arthur Willink in "The World of the Unseen," pages 90 and 91, lo- 

cates his hypothetical " Higher Space" in an unknowu direction fromn our- space. 
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A straight line drawn from us can never reach it and a straight line drawn from 
the "Hi-her Space" 'towards our space will only pass through one point in our 
space. For, says he, " lf it could pass through more than one point we should 
knowv its direction, since two points in a straight line are sufficient to deter- 
miine the diirection of that line." 

Prineipal Campbell in his Philosophy of Rhetoric distinguishes be- 
tween the "unintelligible" and the "absurd". Arthur Willink's speculations re- 
;ipecting "Higher Space" are magnificent specimens of the "absurd." 

JOHN N. LYLE. 

THOSE ASTRONOMICAL CRITICISMS. 

To DR. S. H. WRIGHT'S criticisms on page 246 of the July-August 
MIONTHLY, I beg to make a few remarks. 

I. Without wasting any time and energy in the disaussionq of supple- 
mentary hour-angles, my method of calculation by running the solar system on 
L)o-Star time, "gets there" far mDore expeditiously than does Dr. Wright's ad- 
oirable thouglh elaborate :ind ratheqr uniintelligible method. 

11. Since I am sixty miles from my copy of Bartlett's Spherical 
Astrono7gy from which I suibstantiallv borrowed the sentence relative to the "4re- 
versed creseetit" illuminated on the "Waning Moon," 1 am uinable to deter- 
mine whether I correctly transcribed this sentence which Dr. Wright so vigor- 
ouisly attacks; btut from what I glean from the E-ncyclopedia Britannica and 
from the astronomical works of Professors Newcomb, Young, etc., I am led to 
exclaim: " fltaos Jg is still there." F. P. MATZ. 

LAMBEIT'S REASON FOR HOLDING THAT THE PARALLEL-AXIOM NEEDS PROOF. 

Lambert called by Kant "der unvergleickliche man" is reported as 
sayiug that-"the parallel axiomn needs a proof, since it does not hold for the 
geometry on a sphere." 

He here assumes without proof that the parallel-axiom does not hold 
for the geometry on a sphere. That is, he re-ards this assumption as axiomatic. 

Grant that the parallel-axiom does not hold for spherical geometry, 
what has that to do with its holding or not holding for plane geometry? 

A plane surface and a spherical surface have some features in coin- 
mon but others in which they fundamentally differ. 

Some things are dotubtless axiomatically true for a spherical surface 
that are not for a plane surface, and vice versa. 

Some things, also, are demonstrably true for a spherical surface 
that can be demonstrated not to be true for plane sturfaces, and vice versa. 

Three distinct views emerge in the answers given to the question-Is 
the parallel-axiom as restricted to a plane surface self evident or does it need 
proof? 

1. Euclid assumes its axiomatic character. 
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2. Many geometers believe it to be a sound geometrical statemDent btit 
regard it as needing proof. 

3. The Non-Euclideans do not view it either as axiomatic or as dem- 
onstrable. They deserve no ctedit for taking this ground, since they can 
find no foothold except by doubting or (lenying that it is either self evident or 
capable of beingf proved. Their position, however, is plainly that of geometri- 
cal agno8ticiwn. To call it geometrical science would be a misnomer. 

Finally, let us go deeper and ask the question-Is the parallel-axionm 
considered as a geometrical statement true or false? 

The Euclideans respond that it is a truie geometrical statement. But if 
true the statement that cantradicts it miust be false. Two propositions that 
mutually contradict each other can not both of them be true while the laws of 
non-contradiction and excluded-middle stand unrepealed among the statutes 
of logic. 

The Non-Euclideans answer that they do not know whether the twelfth 
axiom of Euclid considered as a geometrical statement is true or false. 

The aeometer who refuses to confess with proud hunmility that he is 
in the same exalted condition of learned ignorance respecting geometrical fact 
must submit to being classed with that large majority who know some things 
and, also, know that they know them. The Non-Euclidians must not become 
discouraged, however, if they find the school houises full of geometers incor- 
rigibly persistent in maintaining the Hypothe8ig anguli recti, and an angle sum 
strictly equal to two right angles. 

Lobatschewsky in his theorem 19 proved that the sum of the three 
angles of a rectillineal triangle can not be greater than two right angles. 

It is further believe(d that in his theorem 23 he could have demonstrat- 
.ed tuat tbe angle sum can not be less than two right angles, if he had not over- 
lovoked the important fact that the sumn of two of the angles in each of the tri 
angles constructed and admitted into the series is equal to one right angle+ the 
acuite angle, a, coinmon to all the triangles. JOHN N. LYLE. 

EDITORIALS. 

"THE MONTHLY is a tonic, and an excellent one."-[E. L. Sherwood, 
A. M., Mississippi Normal College, Houston, Miss.] 

PROF. C. A. WALDO, formerly of Greencastle, Ind., is now at tbe head 
of the Mathematical Department in Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. 

PROF. P. H. PHILBRICK is now located at Pineville, La., where he is 
very busily engaged in work for the Kansas City, Watkins & Gtulf R. R. 
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